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FALCON
Falcons are the fastest animals in the world, known for making rapid direction changes...much 

like our Doomswell Falcon! Its single concave bottom contour maximizes speed, creates a 

tighter turning radius, and has you spinning effortlessly and recovering like a boss! The tail width 
provides plenty of surface area to land on while performing aerial maneuvers, while the broad 

outline allows heavier riders to surf a shorter board. Hungry for speed and agility combined with 

a fantastic ability to recover? Doomswell’s Falcon is ready to take you to the next level. This Falcon 
will take you soaring!

RED GREEN BAMBOO

KEVLAR WHITE

SIZES:  4’6” / 4’8”

Available sizes may vary by board design. Please see price list for sizing options.



NUBSTEP
The Doomswell Nubstep was made with the high-performance surfer in mind and redesigned 

with more surf style features than in years past. The pulled-back wing and rounded diamond 
tail offer a tight turning radius, allowing riders to maintain control and boost command.  With a 
single bottom concave for speed, an increased nose rocker, and slightly rounder rails for more 

drive, this board offers a crisp edge tucked under the base for release and planing. The Nubstep 
is truly the most agile design created by Doomswell.

BLUE BURNT ORANGE

BAMBOO

SIZES:  4’2” / 4’4” / 4’6” / 4’8” / 5’0” / 5’2”

KEVLAR

WHITE

Available sizes may vary by board design. Please see price list for sizing options.



NEO
Ready to level up? The Doomswell NEO is the one! With a complete single concave bottom contour 
from nose to tail to maintain speed, its rounder surf-style rail will provide a ton of drive. Combine this 

with a crisp edge slightly tucked under the board and you get a crisp release when you want it. The 
Neo’s increased volume “blunt” nose was designed to help aggressive surfers land fakie much easier 
than a traditional pointed nose. This board comes with a quad fin setup for maximum control with the 
option to surf just the thrusters for more of a loose agile ride. This board truly is “The One!”

BLUERED

BAMBOO

WHITE

KEVLAR

SIZES:  4’2” / 4’4” / 4’6” / 4’8” / 5’0” / 5’2”

Available sizes may vary by board design. Please see price list for sizing options.



MONGREL
True to its name, the Doomswell Mongrel is designed for the skim-style wakesurfer who 

isn’t switching to surf style but still wants the benefits of agile board construction. With added 
buoyancy and a fuller outline, this board carves hard, snaps fast, and is super responsive.

BLACK & WHITEGREEN

SIZES:  4’4” / 4’8”

WHITE

Available sizes may vary by board design. Please see price list for sizing options.



EL JEFE
The BOSS! Our Doomswell El Jefe model is a wakesurf board that anyone on the boat can enjoy. 

Its full shape and increased volume give beginners a stable ride to learn on, while seasoned 

riders can carve and slash on its ocean-like feel.

BLUE

SIZES:  5’6” 

WHITE



HELIO
The Doomswell Helio is the smallest particle in the Element Series. With its low volume and 
sturdy base, groms will surely be up and ripping in no time! The 3-fin option creates a sturdy 
feel for the new rider, giving them the confidence they need to start their surfing journey. 
Doomswell’s Helio is a must-have for the newest ripper looking to begin their surfing endeavor.

RED

SPACE

BLUE & RED

BLACK & WHITE

SIZES:  3’8”



HYDRO
The Doomswell Hydro is our lightest high-performance board. Low board volume allows for 

easy use on starts and helps the surfer pop up quickly. A thin rocker profile and crisp rails allow 
for excellent planing ability and maintenance of speed and control. Includes the three fin option, 
and the Hydro boasts drive and stability, helping the surfer to perform at their highest level!

BLUE & RED

GOLD

BLUE

SMOKE

SIZES:  4’8”



LITHIUM
Lithium is one of the simplest elements on Earth. The Doomswell Lithium is perfect for 

the new surfers on your boat–its thin profile makes getting up a breeze! Once up, Lithium’s 
larger surface area offers stability as groms get their sea legs and comes with a tri-fin setup for 
maximum control. If you’re looking for an easy, stable, and comfortable ride, Doomswell Lithium 

is your board.

RED GOLD

SIZES:  5’2”



NITRO
Doomswell Nitro is the first true skim in the Doomswell line. It sports a low rocker profile 
for speed and sharp skim-style rails for maximum looseness and spins. The rounded squash 
tail allows for sharp turns and maximum release off the lip, while the single fin aids in superior 
control when getting back into the wave after spin tricks.

PINK PALM

BLUE PALM

BLUE GREY

BLACK & WHITE

SIZES:  4’6”



FOIL
The Doomswell 240 Surf Wing is built for riders 

that need stability when starting to foil. This foil is 
excellent for larger riders as well. If you ride shorter 

surf foil boards and like to ride at lower speeds, 

this foil will feel terrific under your feet as it is both 
responsive and stable.

Doomswell 240 Surf Wing

FOIL SPECS 
Wing Area: 240”
Front Wing Width: 33.46”
Rear Wing Width: 15.75”
Mast Length: 28”
Aspect Ratio: 3.6

Doomswell Ascent 
Doomswell Ascent pairs with Doomswell Surf Wing.  

The Ascent is light and feels great under your feet. Its 
full bamboo lamination construction offers maximum 
strength with a painted exterior. Ascent’s concave deck 
helps you better sense the board under your feet while 

turning and gives you optimum control all around. A 
2-piece EVA traction cushion on top with a raised kick pad 
on the rear providing excellent grip. The Doomswell Ascent 
board comes in a 4’0” and a 4’5” Length.

FOIL BOARD SPECS 
Length(s): 4’0” and 4’5”

Width: 18”

Thickness: 2.5”

Double concave nose

Concave deck

SURF WING AND ASCENT SOLD AS A SET.

NOT SOLD SEPARATELY



ACCESSORIES

Protect your board with a UV, heat, water, 
and mildew resistant board bag. With a back 
zipper, foam padding, and an interior pocket 

for small gear, it also boasts a removable 

shoulder strap to make carrying your wakesurf 

board a breeze. Available in 4’10” and 5’6” 
lengths.

BOARD BAG

Keep your clothes, towels, and electronics dry with our Doomswell 

dry bag! The Doomswell Dry Bag is made from 500D PVC, making 
it highly durable and seals out the elements with watertight, welded 

seams and a roll-down top. Mesh side pockets provide extra room for 

non-dry storage, water bottles, and accessories. The waterproof front 
zipper pocket keeps small essential items such as keys and cell phones 

easily accessible. Lightweight, with two adjustable reinforced straps, it is 

also packable, making it convenient to carry in any sized luggage.

30L DRY BAG

9” Handle + Knotted Surf Rope has everything 
you look for in a surf rope – durable line, 

foam floats for easy recovery, padded 
grip, multiple boat-end length adjusters.  

23’ Total length.

SURF ROPE

WATERPROOF PROTECTION



FINS
Most “surf style” fins on the market 
are geared toward ocean surfing 
with too much rake. The X4 High-
Performance Fin Set was designed 
by Doomswell specifically for wake 
surfing. A more vertical rake helps 
with pivots, and a moderate base 

gives a lot of drive out of turns, 

while a slight foil on the inside of 

the fin aids in speed generation.

X4 FIN SET

The PX-4 is a Wakesurf-specific fin set, with a moderate base 
width. These speed generating fins have more vertical rake and 
boast drive and the ability to break free, making them much 

more effective than other fins on the market. Try the PX-4 for 
speed, spins, and looseness, all combined into one.

PX-4 FIN

Much like the PX-4, we redesigned our rear trailer fins by refining the surface 
area of the RT-1 and combining looseness with hold. The RT-1 will give you 
more control of your surfboard giving you more hold under your feet. The 
RT-1 will be that “little extra” you need for control and stability when you 
find yourself sliding out or over spinning.

RT-1 FIN



BUNDLES

COMPRESSION BUNDLE
Includes:
• Choice of compression board 

(Helio, Hydro, Lithium, or Nitro)
• Surf rope
• Board bag

EPS PRO BUNDLE
Includes:
• Choice of EPS construction board 

(El Jefe, Falcon, Mongrel, Neo, or Nubstep)
• Surf rope
• Board bag
• X4 Performance Fin set in black



MAT
The Doomswell Dock is a drop-stitch nylon water mat that is extremely 
resistant to punctures and tears with a durable, anti-slip EVA foam top. The 
EVA foam top keeps the surface cool on hot summer days. Attachment point 
in each corner allow you to tie off to your boat or dock to keep it from floating 
away. There are eight handles around the mat’s perimeter for transportation 
and for help getting out of the water. The Doomswell Dock measures  
6.5’ x 10’ and comes with a hand pump for inflation. This mat is one of the best 
additions for your friends and family while out on the lake.

DOOMSWELL DOCK

SIZES:  6.5’ x 10’



APPAREL

GREY VINTAGE 
T-SHIRT

WHITE OVAL 
T-SHIRT

GREY VINTAGE 
T-SHIRT WOMENS JERSEY

RACERBACK TANK

BLACK PREMIUM 
LONG BODY T-SHIRT



APPAREL

AQUA BLUE PERFORMANCE 
SUN TEE SHIRT HOODIE 

BLACK PERFORMANCE 
SUN TEE SHIRT HOODIE 

WHITE PERFORMANCE  
SUN TEE SHIRT HOODIE 

BLACK DOOMSWELL
HOODIE 



HATS

PINK CURVED
BILL CLASSIC HAT

BLACK CURVED
BILL CLASSIC HAT

BLACK FLAT
BILL CLASSIC HAT

BLACK FLAT BILL  
SURF DIFFERENT HAT





Matt Edmondson
FOUNDER

385.393.6913 

MATT@DOOMSWELL.COMBrock Dumoit
FOUNDER

385.853.5231 

BROCK@DOOMSWELL.COM

LET US HOOK YOU UP  
WITH THE BEST WAKESURF  
PRODUCTS ON THE WATER


